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Rich Ling provides a compelling examination of the real impact of mobile telephony. It's not about technology, it's about people. We need more of these kinds of studies. 
--Don Norman, Co-Founder, Nielsen Norman Group and author of Emotional Design

This book combines scientific rigor, penetrating insight, and attention to an extraordinarily timely subjectthe social impact of mobile communications. His ideas about "micro-coordination" and "the softening of time" are fundamental. Ling has big ideas about what the new world of always-on and ubiquitous media mean to our daily lives.
--Howard Rheingold, Rheingold Associates and author of The Virtual Community

Rich Ling probes the way the mobile phone influences lives, talk and interaction. His carefully documented investigations paint an authoritative picture that will command continuing interest . . .an impressive achievement.
--James E. Katz, Ph.D, Professor of Communication, Rutgers University

Has the cell phone forever changed the way people communicate? The mobile phone is used for real time coordination while on the run, adolescents use it to manage their freedom, and teens text to each other day and night. The mobile phone is more than a simple technical innovation or social fad, more than just an intrusion on polite society. This book, based on world-wide research involving tens of thousands of interviews and contextual observations, looks into the impact of the phone on our daily lives. The mobile phone has fundamentally affected our accessibility, safety and security, coordination of social and business activities, and use of public places. 

Based on research conducted in dozens of countries, this insightful and entertaining book examines the once unexpected interaction between humans and cell phones, and between humans, period. The compelling discussion and projections about the future of the telephone should give designers everywhere a more informed practice and process, and provide researchers with new ideas to last years.     

       About the Author
   Rich Ling is a senior research scientist at Telenor, Norway’s largest telecommunications company, where he researches issues associated with new information technology and society. He is also an Adjunct Professor at the University of Udine, Italy.  Ling has published numerous articles and has organized and participated in numerous international conferences. He holds a Ph.D. in sociology from the University of Colorado, Boulder in his native U.S.
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Polysaccharide-Based Nanocrystals: Chemistry and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Polysaccharide nanocrystals, an emerging green nanoingredient (nanomaterial) with high crystallinity obtained by acid hydrolysis of biomass-based polysaccharides, are of scientific and economic significance owing to their abundance, biodegradation potential, and fascinating functional performance. This versatile class of materials can be used...
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Effective Project Management: Traditional, Adaptive, Extreme, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In previous editions, this book has established itself as the definitive guide to effective project management. Now, with this major revision, it’s updated to reflect significant changes in project management practices over the last few years. Written again by Robert K. Wysocki and a new coauthor, Rudd McGary, this book covers traditional...
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Practical DevOpsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get to know the background of DevOps so you understand the collaboration between different aspects of an IT organization and a software developer
	
		Improve your organization's performance to ensure smooth production of software and services
	
		Deploy top-quality software and...
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An Introduction to the Analysis of Algorithms (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Despite growing interest, basic information on methods and models for mathematically analyzing algorithms has rarely been directly accessible to practitioners, researchers, or students.   An Introduction to the Analysis of Algorithms, Second Edition,   organizes and presents that knowledge, fully...
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The Role of Rydberg States in Spectroscopy and Photochemistry: Low and High Rydberg StatesSpringer, 1999

	The aim of this volume is to offer a balanced overview of molecular Rydberg spectroscopy as it has developed over recent decades. Recent evolution has split Rydberg spectroscopy into two apparently distinct fields: the one concerns the low (n=3-5) Rydberg states, the other the very high (typically n>150) Rydberg states. The former is aimed...
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Towards a New Evolutionary Computation: Advances on Estimation of Distribution AlgorithmsSpringer, 2006
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are a set of algorithms in the Evolutionary Computation (EC) field characterized by the use of explicit probability distributions in optimization. Contrarily to other EC techniques such as the broadly known Genetic Algorithms (GAs) in EDAs, the crossover and mutation operators are substituted by the...
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